2020-2021 CLMS Supply Lists
(6th, 7th, and 8th)

Please label ALL school supplies with student first and last name
(NO Sharing of School Supplies and Materials)

- Bookbag (no wheeled bags)
- 3 Three-Ring Zippered Binder (3-4 inches wide)
- Zipper pencil bag (please label with your name and grade) Will need to fit inside the binder, NO pencil boxes
- Headphones
- College ruled loose-leaf paper (replenish as needed)
- 6 Dividers with pockets
- 6 Composition Notebooks
- Ruler
- Pack of Colored Markers (fine tip or broad tip) (replenish as needed)
- Pens - black or blue (replenish as needed)
- Dry Erase Markers (replenish as needed)
- Graph paper (replenish as needed)
- Pencils (replenish as needed)
  - mechanical with extra lead
  - #2 with individual sharpener and extra cap erasers
- Highlighters (replenish as needed)
- Glue Sticks (replenish as needed)
- Scissors
- Personal mini stapler with refills
- Calculators
  - 6th grade: 4 function calculator
  - 7th grade: scientific calculator
  - 8th grade: scientific calculator
  - Algebra I: graphing calculator
- Individual personal size boxes of tissues (replenish as needed)
- Hand Sanitizer (replenish as needed)